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 “The so-called Millennials, born between 1980-2000, are quite different 
from their counterparts in the days of pathfinders in the 1970s…They are 
“plugged” in to technology; they are multitaskers; they expect to find 
answers to their questions; and they don’t want to waste time.”
Baker, R. L. (2014). Designing LibGuides as instructional tools for critical thinking and effective online learning. Journal of Library & Information Services in 
Distance Learning, 8(3-4), 107-117. https://doi.org/10.1080/1533290X.2014.944423
How This Impacts the Instructional Design 
of the Research Guide
The following slides guided me while creating the Avoiding Plagiarism Research Guide
Design based on an understanding of the users tasks or needs, feedback, 
and implementing researched updates
 The article, “Usability Testing, User-Centered Design, and LibGuides 
Subject Guides: A Case Study” provided helpful summaries of the following 
main suggestions:
 Focus on meeting the user’s information needs and construct guides around those 
needs
 Have as few tabs/pages as possible and highlight only the most frequently used or 
helpful resources
 Include the words, “articles” or “journals” in names of databases titles to help the patron 
better connect with these resources
 Be as specific as possible in naming tabs/pages
 Sort sources by usefulness or relevance
Sonsteby, A., & DeJonghe, J. (2013). Usability testing, user-centered design, and LibGuides subject guides: A case study. Journal of Web 
Librarianship, 7(1), 83-94. https://doi.org/10.1080/19322909.2013.747366
Other articles suggested
 Although individual guides can be unique, try to keep the guides in a constant page/tab 
design
 Have clear, easy navigation
 Use less clicking and scrolling
 Try to use jargon free language that is in a conversational tone or plain language
 Instead of the longer, descriptive paragraphs, use shorter, direct paragraphs
 Text-heavy videos should provide close-captions
 Make sure the subject guides has a visual appeal
 In subject guides try to use 2 -3 columns
 When viewing a websites on a mobile device, it can look different than the PC 
 Providing words with pictures (verbal with visual) at the same time, is more effective 
and promotes creative problem solving




Each tab used 
2 or 3 columns
Creating clearly 
labeled tabs and 
resource boxes
 “Effectively using LibGuides as instructional tools requires looking beyond 
usability or ease-of-use to focus specifically on how LibGuides can support the 
special needs of learners.”
 Three main Learner-Centered (learning) theories  
 Behaviorism – depends on trial and error, positive reinforcement, and participation
 Cognitivism – focuses on mental process, thinking, problem solving, etc. 
 Constructivism – constructs knowledge from experience, problem-based learning, coaching, 
etc.
Bergstrom-Lynch, Y. (2019). LibGuides by design: Using instructional design principles and user-centered studies to develop best practices. Public Services 
Quarterly, 15(3), 205-223. https://doi.org/10.1080/15228959.2019.1632245
Cognitive Load Theory states that learners can comprehend information effectively, if it is 
presented in a way that does not overload their working memory. 
 We need to be mindful of how complex our library instruction is because it could cause 
patrons/students to become disengaged
 Subject guides should maintain constant navigation, organization, and use text in short 
sentences
 Directional heavy videos should provide closed captions 
 EEG studies showed subject guides with two columns reduced the impact on the cognitive 
load and allowed better comprehension of the information
Pickens, K. E. (2017). Applying cognitive load theory principles to library instructional guidance. Journal of Library & Information Services in Distance 
Learning, 11(1-2), 50-58. https://doi.org/10.1080/1533290X.2016.1226576
Infographics provided 
examples of plagiarism
Clickable plagiarism tutorial 
link and feedback form





clickable links with 
a short description
User-Centered, section of 
the policy is a graphic
Cognitive Load Theory, 
policy is displayed in 
short paragraphs
User-Centered,    
3-colum design 
and all boxes focus 
on a certain topic
Learner-Centered, information in 
graphics and short paragraphs

Data has shown the majority of the users mostly stayed on the first page/tab for 
a brief time (approximately 0-20 seconds)
 The amount of time and visits varies depending on how the user enters the 
guide
 From the library’s website, users spend almost 4 minutes on the guide
 Embedded subject guides that provide general coverage are largely ignored, but users do 
make extensive use of scaffolded, course specific guides
 It is important to provided multiple paths to find subject guides
 Librarians can design it to replace a consultation, but users are seeking 
assignment-specific information
Griffin, M., & Taylor, T. I. (2018). Employing Analytics to Guide a Data-Driven Review of LibGuides. Journal of Web Librarianship, 12(3), 147–159. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/19322909.2018.1487191
 Springshare offers limited analytics, which provides just a general overview 
of the data
Google Analytics is an additional option and can be integrated into 
LibGuides to provide additional data
 Important to have plus multiple paths to the guide and indicate it provides 
additional information
Depending on the type of guide, users will briefly view the guide and visit 
the first few tabs 
 Instead of using “Click Here” include the hyperlink in the sentence
 Accessibility Note: This also benefits those that use screen readers 
 Design the guide to match the best learner/user–centered suggestions to provide the 
best educational guide
 Realize that just the first few tabs will be viewed
 The key information in the first tabs, near the top left
 In the first tabs focus on the learning objectives of the Academic Integrity policy
 When placing content, the important boxes should be placed at the top-left of a tab
 Keep writing condensed and use short annotations
 Use images/videos to act as focal points and to keep the guide “attractive” to keep 
users on the guide
Puckett, J. (2015). Modern pathfinders: Creating better research guides. Association of College and Research Libraries, a division of the American Library 
Association.
 A new Social Work 420: “Evaluate Your Source” tab contains information for The 
CRAAP Test, the RADAR Framework, and characteristics of scholarly, popular, and 
trade journals
 Providing both the CRAAP and RADAR, it provides the students with an option of which test 
to use
 The tab uses the Cognitive Learning Theory (asking questions to learn)
 Was created to assist the undergraduate students to complete an assignment where 
they need to evaluate and confirm their research articles are peer-reviewed
 Although the tab does not use multi-media, all text is in short paragraphs or in bullet 
points
 Currently was advertised to the class (33 students) and in 19 days it received 90 
views
 Note: In the first 7 days it received 81 views, when students were working on the assignment 
Social Work 420 - Methods of Social Work Research
Learner-Centered, 
short paragraphs
Second tab because 
the content has a 
higher priority level
One column design, but the 
tab needed one box
Social Work 420: Evaluate Your Source Tab
Each tab focuses 
on one element
Uses Cognitivism Learning Theory
Provided students an option of 
which evaluation test to use
Social Work 420: Evaluate Your Source Tab
Information presented to answer 
simple evaluation questions




Total Guide 440 658
Home 138 225
How to Avoid 
Plagiarism
83 126
Academic Integrity at 
USM
63 82
Citation Styles 47 72
Helpful Resources 41 69
For More Help 35 51
Social Work 420 Subject Guide
Name Views
(8 months)
15 months 21 months
Total Guide 145 222 452
Home 66 94 142
Evaluate Your Source* 90**
Literature Review* 33 33 43
Find Journals 8 19 27
Find Articles 25 33 70
Find Books 7 17 22
Encyclopedias, etc. 3 7 9
Websites 4 7 21
Cite Your Sources 5 12 21
* Assignment Connected Tab
** Evaluate Your Source has 19 days of usage data 
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